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Henckels/Kellogg Apartment. Brockschmidt & Coleman, Interior Designers.

The story of New York City can be told through the architecture and interiors that make up its
ever-evolving fabric. The city has been a canvas for celebrated architects, designers and artisans
for centuries and it continues to be so more than ever. Developmental highs and lows and
changing styles are lasting accounts of this great metropolis.
Private New York 2016, the sixth tour in the series sponsored by the Institute of Classical
Architecture & Art, continues the extraordinary tradition of seeing first-hand remarkable
architecture and interiors of the past and present.
As with past Private New York tours, we will be given special entrée to some of the finest city
residences, beginning with an elegant apartment belonging to a prominent couple that overlooks
Central Park at 1107 Fifth Avenue (Rouse & Goldstone, architects, 1925) and is furnished with
one of the great collections of French antiques. The apartment is part of a triplex once belonging
to Mrs. Marjorie Merriweather Post.
Prominent philanthropists Martin and Audrey Gruss will welcome us to their apartment, the
splendid backdrop for their major collection of contemporary art. Interior designers William
Brockschmidt and Courtney Coleman will be on hand to escort us through the fabulous Park
Avenue apartment they have decorated for Fernanda Kellogg and Kirk Henckels. Carolyn
Roehm, the highly talented tastemaker that she is, will show us how she has turned what was
once an early 20th-century artist’s studio into the most beautiful abode for living privately and
entertaining graciously. The Belle Epoque splendor of the newly restored rooms of the Park

Avenue Armory conjure up the names of such designers as Louis Comfort Tiffany, Stanford
White and Herter Brothers.

Park Avenue Armory.

Stern Townhouse, Greenwich Village.

Traveling from the Upper East Side, we move on to Gramercy Park to visit architect David
Parker at his masterfully redesigned townhouse that faces the historic private park. Next is the
stunning Greenwich Village townhouse of interior designer Steven Gambrel and James
Anderson. Nearby is the residence of Courtney and Nicholas Stern and their three children. He
heads Stern Projects, a high-end residential contracting company and she is an interior designer
with her own firm. Father is Robert A.M. Stern, whose firm brought the four-story 1847 Greek
Revival townhouse up to date. The tour would not be complete without a private visit of the
restored Georgian-Federal Morris-Jumel Mansion (1765, remodeled c.1810) in Upper
Manhattan.
The four-day excursion will open Thursday evening with a symposium at the New York School
of Interior Design on “The Legacy of Parish-Hadley” lead by interior designers Bunny Williams
and Alexa Hampton and architect Mark Ferguson. Dinner at the Cosmopolitan Club will follow
the event. Lunch on Friday will be offered at the Lotos Club, once the Beaux Arts mansion
belonging to Margaret Vanderbilt Shepard (Richard Howland Hunt, architect, 1900).
These are just some of the highlights of the Private New York 2016 tour that starts Thursday
evening, December 1 and concludes at noon on Sunday, December 4. It promises to be an
exciting experience that only New York can provide. For further information or registration,
please contact Thomas Hayes, Classical Excursions, 1-413-243-4155,
tom@classicalexcursions.com.
Please note that due to the private nature of most of the tour sites described, they are subject to
change while others will be added.

